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Abstract: In machine learning, Anomaly detection is widely processed for many real-world applications mainly
intrusion or fraud detection which also require an actual and efficient framework to classify differed data instances. In
this paper, the study of anomaly detection in web usage mining is done. In which, the various methods and functions
that are used in various papers in various methods of analysis. This survey attempts to provide broad overview of the
research on anomaly detection. Also have done the work in the form of collected existing techniques into different
categories based on the method adopted by each procedure. For every paper the used techniques and what that author
process are all explained in various behaviors.
Keywords: Anomaly detection, outlier detection.
I. INTRODUCTION
Web mining is the means of utilizing the methods of data
mining in order to induce and extract useful information
from the web. It especially aims in discovering massive
data sources available in the web, which have distinctive
features from the data in conventional database
management system.
II. WEB MINING CLASSIFICATION
Basically, web mining could be classified into three, they
are,
 Web Content Mining
 Web Structure Mining
 Web Usage Mining
Web content mining tries to discover valuable information
from the web document. It is also termed as text mining.
Content data is the collection of facts a web page is
designed to contain. It may consist of text, audio, video,
images. Web structure mining does the work of modeling
websites to enhance linking structures. This can be further
classified as hyperlinks and document structure.

Many corporations and even government agencies are
getting benefitted by web usage mining. One among the
upcoming trend that has emerged out for the welfare of
people’s service is e-commerce. By this better customer
relationship can be built over, more and more modernized
ways are adopted for this. Resources are being utilized
properly.
IV. APPLICATIONS
 Mining web logs to improve the website organization
 Clustering use queries from web logs for related query
 Using ontology based user preferences to improve web
search
V. ANOMALY DETECTION

Something which gets deviated from the normal order or
rule is called as anomaly. It is determined out and further
used in certain applications. There are three broad
categories of anomaly detection. For prolonged period of
time, this field is of a very active research in computer
science field. An object’s outliners’ will be more different
from the local neighborhood.
III. WEB USAGE MINING IN DETAIL
They are,
Web usage mining involve in revealing the underlying  Supervised learning
work in access patterns in web transactions. It is done to
 Unsupervised learning
find the pattern from the web usage data for serving the
 Semi-supervised learning
needs of web based applications. For this purpose user
logs like IP address, page reference, and access time are The various fields in which anomaly detection have found
collected by the server. It is further classified depending applications are detecting eco-system disturbances,
intrusion detection, fraud detection, fault identification.
on the data that is being used.
It has some peculiar benefits like
 Application level data
 Trouble shooting time will be reduced to the half
 Application server data
 No requirement in subject matter knowledge
 Web server data
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which are deviate from the remaining dataset. Further,
 Involve predicting real time results
 More and more human interpretation will be reduce to classical outlier analysis algorithms, current studies have
focused on mining local outliers, such that the outliers that
equal half
has density spreading from their nearby community. The
approximation of density circulation at the location of an
VI. TECHNIQUES DEPLOYED
object has so far been based on the density distribution of
 Density based technique
its k-nearest neighbors. Finally the author concluded that
 Fuzzy logic based outlier detection
their method is not only efficient and also effective in
 Cluster analysis based outlier detection
ranking outliers.
 Deviation from association rules and frequent item Yuh-Jye Leeetall, represented his concept in outlier as in
sets.
the form of PCA it means principle component analysis.
This processed as the information in which the huge
VII. LITERATURE SURVEY
amount of data’s available. Such example in credit card
Markus et all.,[3] described in the paper about many KDD fraud detection and intrusion detection which are used to
applications, such as detecting criminal activities in E- deviated from the instance of data. They have used an
commerce, finding the rare instances or the outliers, can be online over sampling principal component analysis
more interesting than finding the common patterns. In this (osPCA) also they have aim at detecting the presence of
paper the existing work has done in the form of outlier outliers from a large amount of data via an online updating
detection concerns being an outlier as a binary property. technique. In PCA method cant able to store the entire data
So they have done the proposed as in many scenarios, as in the form of matrix or covariance matrix, and thus this
which is more important to assign to each object a grade of approach is especially of interest in online or large-scale
existence to an outlier. The formation of this degree is problems. By over sampling the target instance and
called the local outlier factor (LOF) of an object. Also the extracting the principal direction of the data, the proposed
author proves that the LOF can be used to find outliers osPCA allows us to determine the anomaly of the target
which perform to be important, but this is not identified instance according to the variation of the resulting
with the defined existing approaches. Finally, he has done dominant eigenvector in this efficiency and management
a performance for the evaluation of the defined method in will be high.
which it confirms that the proposed approach of finding
VIII. CONCLUSION
local outliers can be practically deployed.
Ling Huang et al, [5] explain about the process of PCA in In this survey, discussed possible different methods in
network in which the large amounts of distributed systems which the problem of anomaly detection has been
are connected to the network. This PCA has processed in expressed in literature, and have tried to provide an
the form of tracking projection of the data in subspace. overview of the various techniques in a process. For each
They also proved that the process of work done through and every category of anomaly detection methods, have
for the highly aggregated networks, with a limited number identified a similar assumption regarding the idea of
of large nodes and at coarse time scales. In their approach, anomalous and normal data. With this work in future, the
however, has scalability limitations and overcome these work concentration is about the assumptions made by
limitations by means of PCA-based anomaly detector in different methods are considered and a try to make a real
which adaptive local data send to a coordinator just time application by using online oversampling principal
enough data to enable accurate global detection. For this component analysis method.
they used stochastic matrix perturbation analysis which
characterizes the tradeoff between the accuracy of
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